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Abstract—Emerging standards for wireless communications in
the 60GHz band, such as WiGig, IEEE 802.11ad, and IEEE
802.15.3c, require throughputs between 1.5 and 6Gb/s and use
rate adaptive low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes as the
main form of forward error correction. State-of-the-art flexible
LDPC decoders cannot simultaneously achieve the high
throughput mandated by these standards and the low power
needed for mobile applications. This work develops a flexible,
fully pipelined architecture for the IEEE 802.11ad standard
capable of achieving both goals. Based on a decoder synthesized
in a low-power 65nm CMOS technology, the decoder dissipates
42mW at the 1.5Gb/s throughput and 84mW at the 3Gb/s
throughput for the worst-case matrix in the standard.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have made their
way into virtually every modern high-performance wireless
standard because of their powerful error correction capability
using near-optimal, highly parallelizable decoding algorithms
[1][2]. This includes many emerging standards for local and
personal area networks in the 60GHz band, such as IEEE
802.11ad, WiGig, and IEEE 802.15.3c, which use LDPC
codes almost exclusively [3][4]. These standards specify
throughputs between 1.5 and 6Gb/s and use varying codes for
different rates. As these systems target data rates between 1.5
and 3Gb/s for low power applications, the decoder must
consume well below 100mW for these throughputs to meet the
power budget of mobile platforms.
Currently, no flexible LDPC decoder architecture can
simultaneously achieve both the throughput and power
required by 60GHz applications. The lowest power flexible
decoders dissipate 52mW with a throughput of up to 200Mb/s
[5]. Others achieve higher throughput, but dissipate far more
power [6].To solve this problem, we develop a fully pipelined
architecture targeted for the IEEE 802.11ad standard that has
fully parallelized variable nodes and layer serialized check
nodes. By exploiting the structure of the lower rate codes, it
reduces the number of sub-iterations by up to half.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the targeted class of LDPC codes and discusses the
desired application. Section III describes the design choices
made for the architecture, and Section IV details the functional
design of the decoder’s major blocks. Section V presents the
implementation results, and Section VI concludes.
II.

BACKGROUND

A.

LDPC Codes and Decoding Algorithms
LDPC codes are defined by a sparse binary M×N parity
check matrix H, which can be illustrated graphically using a
factor graph where each bit has its own variable node (VN)
and each parity check has its own factor or check node (CN).
An edge connects VN i and a CN j if and only if H(j,i) = 1.
The typical decoding algorithm is the sum-product
algorithm, but practical implementations use the less complex
offset min-sum algorithm [7]. It begins by initializing all VNs
with the corresponding log-likelihood ratio from the channel,
Lpr(VNi), which is passed along the edges of the factor graph
to neighboring CNs. Each CN j updates its message to each
neighboring VN i according to
L(rij ) = max

{ min

i '∈Row [ j ]\{i }

}

L(qi ' j ) − β ,0

∏ sgn(L(q ))

i '∈Row [ j ]\{i }

i' j

(1)

where L(qi′j) is the previous message that VN i′ sent to CN j,
Row[j]/{i} is the set of VNs that share an edge with CN j
except VN i, and β is an empirical correction factor. Next,
each VN i updates its messages to each neighboring CN j
according to
L(qij ) =

∑ L(r ) + L (VN )
pr

j '∈Col [i ]\ { j }

ij '

i

(2)

where Col[i]/{j} is the set of CNs that share an edge with VN i
except CN j. Updating check and variable messages continues
until the decoder reaches a stopping condition, such as finding
a valid codeword, or exceeds a maximum number of
iterations.
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B. High-Data Rate Wireless Communications
There is a growing interest in using the wide unlicensed
band around 60GHz for very high data rate communications,
targeting synchronization of mobile terminals, cameras, and
camcorders. To enable low-power dissipation the intention is
to use single carrier modulation with complex equalization
and LDPC decoding employed in the baseband along with
optional beamforming. The IEEE 802.11ad single-carrier
standard has three classes of operation with coded throughputs
of 1.54, 3.08, 6.16Gb/s, although only the first two modes are
used for low power operation [3]. It defines four irregular
submatrix-based LDPC codes of rates 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, and 13/16
with a common block length of 672 bits. Figure 1 defines the
base matrix for the rate 1/2 code. A numerical entry in the
matrix represents a cyclically shifted 42×42 identity matrix
with the shift amount given by the number, and blank entries
represent all-zero submatrices. Figure 2 shows the bit error
rate (BER) curves for all code rates with no quantization and
with a quantization to five integer bits and zero fractional bits.
The lower rate codes have a small quantization loss (<0.2dB),
but the higher rate codes do not.
The matrices have another structural feature that can be
exploited in the architectural design; the rate 5/8 and 1/2 codes
have two and four pairs of non-overlapping submatrix layers,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1. A highly parallelized
decoder can process these layers simultaneously, reducing the
number of effective layers for both codes to four. This
decreases the number of sub-iterations, lowering the decoder’s
minimum operating frequency, and increases hardware
utilization when processing these codes.
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III.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Based on [8], the energy-area optimal architecture for Gb/s
data rates is highly parallel. In this regime memory-based
designs are suboptimal because there are a large number of
small, inefficient memory banks. On the other hand, fully
pipelined architectures store messages in pipeline registers,
which have no issue with overhead or bandwidth restrictions.
Although the registers consume significant power, they are
more efficient than memory blocks at the targeted rates. For
this reason, only fully pipelined designs are considered.
The architectural space for fully pipelined LDPC decoders
consists of the parallelism level of the variable nodes and
check nodes, the number of independent frames that the
decoder processes simultaneously, and the pipeline depth. An
exhaustive search for the optimal architecture is unrealistic
because of the time needed to design, simulate, synthesize,
and place and route an entire decoder for each combination of
the parameters. However, a sensitivity-based heuristic search
can yield a near-optimal design.
The search starts by listing the combinations of design
parameters to explore. Regions of the design space that will
yield high power designs are not considered, such as low
parallelizations or excessively large pipeline depths because
they require extremely large operating frequencies.
The next step creates the unique worst-case pipeline
associated with each combination of parameters and uses it to
estimate the number of cycles per iteration. The estimation is
insensitive to the actual logic in each stage since only the
number of cycles is of interest. From here, the minimum
operating frequency fmin to achieve the desired throughput is
calculated according to
f min =

Figure 1. Rate 1/2 matrix with pairs of non-overlapping layers shaded in the
same color

TI avg C
NF

(3)

where T is the throughput, Iavg is the average number of
iterations, C is the cycles per iteration, N is the block length of
the code, and F is the number of frames processed at once.
Parameter combinations with a large fmin are eliminated
since they cannot be significantly voltage-frequency scaled.
The basic blocks of the remaining architectures are designed
and synthesized, and the overall power and area for the
decoder is estimated. A decoder with balanced area and
power is chosen as the final design since it balances wiring
overhead and logic power (initial synthesis does not take
wiring overhead into account).
For this design the heuristic search returned a decoder with
fully parallelized VNs, layer serialized CNs, and a pipeline
depth of five that processes two data frames simultaneously.
IV.

Figure 2. Floating point and 5-bit quantized BER results for 802.11ad codes

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

A. Overall System
The decoder has five major blocks: variable nodes, check
nodes, barrel shifters, pre-routers, and post-routers. Figure 3
shows the high-level connection of all the blocks. The VNs
are combined into 16 groups of 42VNs, called a variable node
group (VNG). Each VN within a VNG connects to one port of
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a 42-input barrel shifter to implement the submatrix shifts.
The outputs of the barrel shifter are further routed by the prerouters, which connect to one of the 16 inputs of the 42 CNs.
The outputs of each CN go through inverse shifting using
post-routers and another set of barrel shifters. The design has
several levels of hierarchy in order to keep irregular wiring
local and make the global wires as regular as possible.
Since the design layer serializes the CNs, they are timemultiplexed to act as different CNs in each cycle. For
example, in one cycle, each VN sends a single message that
has been marginalized for the CNs in the first layer. The CN
has all of the information it needs to compute the new check to
variable (C2V) message from all CNs in the first layer, and,
after it has finished processing the inputs, it sends back a
single message to all neighboring VNs. In the next cycle, the
VNs send another single message that has been marginalized
for the CNs in the second layer, so the same CNs can compute
the C2V message from the CNs of the second layer. This
continues for all the layers in the matrix, with serial messages
being passed back and forth from VNs to CNs.
The decoder uses the flooding schedule because layered
decoding has too many dependencies to be used effectively in
a highly parallel, fully pipelined design. It processes one layer
per pipeline stage, and the VNs accumulate one frame’s
messages while sending out the other’s.
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Figure 4. Variable node schematic

C. Check Node
Since the VN performs the marginalization in (2), the CN
only needs to find the first and second minima of all the
incoming V2C message magnitudes and the product of the
V2Cs’ signs. The CN computes the former with a compareselect tree. A sorting block at the beginning arranges pairs of
inputs in ascending order, and subsequent stages of the tree
select the minimum two out of four inputs. A separate XOR
tree finds the product of the signs.
Using the matrix properties from Section II.B, the CN is
modified to process either a single high-weight layer or two
non-overlapping layers. To process a single layer, it takes the
output of the entire tree to find the first and second minima of
all 16 inputs. For non-overlapping layers, the weight is at most
8, so the top half of a tree can process one layer and the
bottom half can process the other. The outputs are taken at the
second to last stage to obtain first and second minima for each
layer. This partitions a 16-input CN into two 8-input CNs,
giving the CN two levels of granularity. Because the layers do
not overlap, no read before write conflicts occur. Figure 5
shows the final CN architecture for the magnitude
computation. The sign’s XOR tree is partitioned similarly.

VN 42

…

…

Back
Shifter
16

new V2C messages by subtracting out the saved C2V values
from the accumulated value, which is the V2C
marginalization. Also, the sign bit of the accumulated value is
used as the hard decision and for early termination. Figure 4
shows the block diagram for the VN.

VN 672

Figure 3. Decoder block diagram

B. Variable Node
The VN implements (1) and performs both the CN and VN
marginalizations, which keeps all memory within the VN.
When starting to decode a new data frame, the VN loads in a
prior value to either the first or second frame’s prior and
accumulation registers. Over the next four cycles (for the rate
13/16 code, the fourth cycle is unused) it sends variable to
check (V2C) messages to its neighboring CNs. Since the VN
performs the C2V marginalization, it locally stores the V2C
messages it just sent out in a shift register. Once the
unmarginalized C2V message returns, the VN compares the
first minimum magnitude to the V2C magnitude from the shift
register. If they match, the VN uses the second minimum;
otherwise, it uses the first minimum. It marginalizes the sign
by taking the XOR of the new and stored V2C signs.
The VN accumulates the marginalized C2Vs, with the
prior value added in when the first C2V arrives, and it also
stores them individually in another shift register. After all
C2V messages have been accumulated, the VN calculates the
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Figure 5. Check node magnitude computation schematic

D. Pre- and Post-Routing
When processing two non-overlapping layers at once,
barrel shifters alone cannot guarantee that the first layer’s
inputs will go to the top half of each CN and the second
layer’s inputs will go to the bottom half. Granular CNs need
two extra sets of routing to allow this, as depicted in Figure 6.
Pre-routing comes before the CN and selects which VNGs go
to the top half or bottom half of each CN. Post-routing comes
after the CN and, for each VNG, selects whether to send the
top tree’s or bottom tree’s result. Both types of routers are
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implemented with a small number of muxes. In the case of
processing one layer, the routers do not shift the messages.
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objects in the decoder. Explicit pipeline registers use half of
the remaining power, and the front and back shifters and
check nodes consume 4-6% of the overall power each. The
pre- and post-routers use negligible portion of the decoder's
power, which shows the granular check nodes cost little
overhead. The relative power consumed by pipeline registers
is misleading because the variable nodes contain implicit
pipeline registers. When they are taken into account, pipeline
registers consume 67.5% of the total power, showing the cost
of using a fully pipelined decoder.

CS

CN2

CS

CS

TABLE 1. SYNTHESIS RESULTS

Figure 6. Operation of pre- and post-routers

E. Pipeline
The decoder has five pipeline stages and processes two
independent data frames simultaneously. Each full iteration
takes three sub-iterations for the rate 13/16 code and four for
the rest, one for each time-multiplexed use of the check nodes.
In the first stage, the VN outputs the marginalized V2C
and the barrel shifter reorders the messages. The second stage
consists of the pre-routing and global wiring to the check
node. The CNs process their inputs in the third stage and route
the messages back to the VNs across the global wires in the
fourth stage. In the fifth stage, the VN accumulates the serial
messages over three or four cycles. The accumulation would
normally cause a four cycle bubble in the pipeline due to the
dependency between accumulating all the C2Vs and sending
out the next V2Cs. The bubble is just large enough to
accommodate processing a second frame. This reduces the
bubble to one cycle for the rate 13/16 code and removes it
completely for the other rates because no dependencies exist
between the two frames. Figure 7 gives the pipeline diagram
for the decoder with four sub-iterations.
Prepare V2C 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4
1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4
Route to CNG

VI.

Route + Marginalize C2V
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